Six-state phase modulation for reduced crosstalk in a fiber optic gyroscope.
Electrical crosstalk in an interferometric fiber-optic gyroscope (IFOG) is regarded as the most significant factor influencing dead bands. Here, we present a six-state modulation (SSM) technique to reduce crosstalk. Compared to conventional four-state modulation (FSM) or square-wave modulation (SWM), the SSM reduces the correlation between modulation voltage and demodulation reference by separating their fundamental frequencies, and thus reduces the bias error induced by crosstalk. The measured dead band of a 1500-m IFOG is approximately 0.02 °/h using FSM and approximately 0.08 °/h using SWM, whereas there is no evidence of dead band using SSM. The IFOG using SSM also exhibits better angular random walk (ARW) and bias instability performance compared to the same IFOG using FSM or SWM. These results verify the crosstalk reduction effect of SSM. In theory, by using the relative intensity noise (RIN) suppressing technique with the optimal modulation depth of 2π/3, the SSM can eliminate the crosstalk, which offers the potential for a high-performance IFOG with low noise, high sensitivity, wide dynamic range, and no dead band.